Universitat Internacional de Catalunya

Institute for Multilingualism

Grant Application

Revision of research texts in a third language (English,
French, German or Italian)1

January-June 2019 call
The Third Languages Office offers grants of up to €400 to cover the cost of revising research
texts in a third language (English, German, French or Italian). These grants are intended for
full-time or exclusive teaching or research staff members.
The party concerned must complete the following form and send it by e-mail, along with the
required documents, before 30 June 2019 to multiling@uic.cat.

Applications will be handled in the order in which they are received. Submittal does not imply
the awarding of the grant, as the grants are subject to budgetary availability and the priorities
of the University. These grants are subject to a maximum of €400 per article, book or
research project submitted to competitive call as a PI (funds may be awarded for
several different revisions of the same document, provided that the sum of all the
revisions does not exceed the maximum set out per document). The final decision
regarding the applications will be made once the call is over, and the author of the
publication that submits the application will be considered the beneficiary.

Lecturer details:
Surname(s):
Name:
DNI or NIE:
Faculty:
Category and association with UIC Barcelona:
Telephone number:
E-mail:

1

Translations are excluded from this call.
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Details of text to be revised:
Title:
Author(s):
Text type (article, chapter, project, paper, abstract or summary, slides):
Date document was sent:
Line of research:

Invoice details:
Invoice date:
Invoice issued to (name):
Total amount of the invoice:
Grant amount requested:

Approximate amounts awarded
Research article sent to a first or second-quartile journal

€400

Full book, research project submitted to
competitive call as a PI

€300

Research article sent to a third-quartile journal

€250

Research article sent to a fourth-quartile journal

€200

Other articles, book chapters, congress papers

€100

Requirements (mark the corresponding items):
In the case of articles sent to indexed journals, indicate the name of the index:
Web of Science
Scopus
Carhus+
Medline
Notable Architecture journals
ERIH Int.
The name and quartile of the journal are:
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In the case of articles sent to non-indexed journals, indicate the name of the journal:
In the case of books or book chapters, indicate the full bibliographic reference:
In the case of research projects as a PI, provide the details of the call:
In the case of texts for congresses, indicate the name of the congress:
The authors have been awarded no grant, neither internal (from UIC Barcelona) nor
external (as part of a project or a grant, for example), for the same concept (revision).
The text has been submitted to a journal, publisher, congress or research call, proof of
which has been attached.
The date the article was accepted for publication or the revisers notified that
publication is contingent on major or minor review is within the start and end dates of the
call.
The invoice for revision services must include:
The term “revision” or similar.
The title of the text.
The total number of words and/or hours and the cost per word and/or hour.
The name of the person who has signed this application, who has paid the cost of the
revision and who appears as author or co-author of the article. Invoices issued to UIC
Barcelona will not be accepted.
Attached documents:
Proof that the text has been accepted for publication or that acceptance is contingent
on major or minor revisions, the publisher, congress or call.
Invoice for revision services.
Proof of payment of the revision services.
More information: Third Languages Office
Tel.: +34 935 099 250, ext.: 6132 / multiling@uic.cat / www.uic.es/ifm

